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Bacon the way it’s supposed to be
Baker’s Bacon in Marina is the source for top quality
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You may have noticed
some bacon trucks and a
bacon RV (appropriately
named the Baconbago) on
the highway and around
town, but did you know
you can follow those

trucks to the Baker’s
Bacon Company Store in
Marina?
Local veteran chef, Tony
Baker, formerly of Montrio Bistro in Monterey,
launched the company in

2011 and leads the helm
at Baker’s Bacon. At the
Company Store, you can
purchase an assortment
of bacon produced by
Baker’s Bacon. Made from
humanely raised heritage

breed pork, Baker’s Bacon
is made in small batches in
a California smokehouse.
The bacon is slow-smoked
with real applewood and
made with just the right
blend of salt, sugar, and
smoke for a balanced
flavor. In addition to the
dry-cured double-smoked
bacon, they also offer sous
vide bacon, as well as
British-style uncured back
bacon. Bacons are sliced to
order at the counter or are
also available pre-sliced
and packaged for your convenience.
Local chef Bryan Copp,
who has worked stints at
Montrio Bistro and 7D
Steakhouse, has added
to the store’s lineup with
many ready to cook items,
including bacon fat confit
chicken wings, red wine
braised beef short ribs,
duck confit, spiced braised

carnitas, and the crowd
favorite 50/50 burgers
– made with sous vide
bacon and beef.
There is also a highly
curated selection of Chef
Tony’s favorite products
– including two other
Marina companies – spice
blends from Chef’s Palette
Spice Rubs and an assortment of ginger products
from the Ginger People.
Other local offerings
include Cowboy Sausage,
Rogue Pyes, Bigoli Pasta,
Foustman’s Salami, and
Oils of Paicines.
On top of all the daily
items available, Baker’s
Bacon has become known
for its holiday meal kits.
The recent St. Patrick’s
Day kit included cooked
corned beef, shaved white
cabbage, local farmer’s
market carrots and potatoes, as well as creations
from Marina’s own
celebrated pastry chef,

Michelle Lee of Michelle
Kneads Dough. Follow @
bakersbacon on Facebook
and Instagram for up-todate specials – look for
Roundman’s Hams on the
way for Easter!
If you can’t visit in
person, you can also shop
for bacon online at www.
bakersbacon.com, where
bacon is available to ship
nationwide. They have
an array of gift boxes,
as well as a monthly
subscription service for
the bacon lovers on your
gift list.
Open Monday through
Friday from 10 am to 5
pm, at 445 Reservation
Rd, Suite G, the Baker’s
Bacon Company Store
is truly a hidden Marina treasure and your
local destination for the
best bacon and culinary
provisions to create
restaurant-quality meals
at home.

Astronomy institute continues
making scientific advances
By MCKENZIE
PRILLAMAN
newsroom@
montereyherald.com
Tucked beyond an
expanding shopping
center and a row of
recently built houses off
Highway 1 in Marina lies
a cluster of Fort Ordera buildings. In these
structures — which once
were a top-secret military
training facility — astronomers investigate faraway
worlds.
The Monterey Institute
for Research in Astronomy is a privately-funded
nonprofit astronomical
observatory dedicated to
research and education.
Today, about a dozen
astronomers and six community scientists comb
through data provided
by their observatory on
Chews Ridge in the Los
Padres National Forest. Donations from the
group Friends of MIRA
and grants from NASA
and the National Science

Foundation fund their
work.
Although the institute is
small, its scientists have
published innovative
research during its 50-year
history.
For instance, according to Bruce Weaver,
director and co-founder
of MIRA, the institute’s
scientists were the first to
apply machine learning
to astronomy in the early
1990s — Weaver trained
a computer program to
categorize stars based on a
characteristic that identifies the substances in their
atmospheres. Additionally,
a recently published study
documents how researchers used a special tool to
learn features about a type
of star responsible for
releasing ingredients to
make new galaxies.
“The vast majority of
high impact astronomy
research is conducted at
large universities, (but)
MIRA has been bucking
this trend for 50 years,”
said Daniel Cotton, a
research astronomer at
MIRA and lead author of

the new study. “Our (recent) discovery … is just
the latest example of this.
It reaffirms that with public
support, a small institution
can punch above its weight
and reveal new things
about the universe we live
in.”
Breaking away from
universities
In the early ’70s, a group
of graduate students at
Case Western Reserve
University in Ohio was
unhappy about their job
prospects. They didn’t
want to work at a university because that meant
teaching in conjunction
with conducting research.
Instead, in 1972, the six
astronomers, one mathematician and two spouses
founded MIRA, the first
private observatory to open
in the U.S. in the 20th century. This way, they could
devote their full attention
to research and avoid the
bureaucracy accompanying
federal funding and university affiliation.
Building their workplace
came with other advantages, according to Weaver.

The Montrey Institute for Research in Astronomy offices in Marina. (Herald file photo).

“Since we weren’t associated with a university, we
could pick any place in the
world to do astronomy,”
he said.
After settling on the U.S.
because of Americans’
support of private philanthropy, the team needed
to choose a region to
place their main research
telescope. The East Coast’s
atmospheric conditions are
poor, the air down south
around LA contains too
much light and pollution
and the skies north of San

Francisco are filled with
clouds, Weaver explained.
“So that leaves you with
the Los Padres National
Forest,” he said. “Lick
Observatory (near San
Jose) had done some studies of one of the mountains there and found that
the stability of the images
was much, much better
than other places.”
With that in mind, the
co-founders placed their
research telescope on top
of Chews Ridge, approximately 5,000 feet above

sea level in the Santa Lucia Range above Big Sur.
They finished assembling
the 5.5-ton instrument in
1977. They named the
entire structure the Oliver
Observing Station in
honor of scientist Bernard
M. Oliver, who donated a
sizeable amount of money
to pay for the station’s
construction.
While the telescope
snaps pictures of the night
sky from the forest, MIContinued on page 3

Memories of being a lifeguard
By BRIAN PHAN
newsroom@
montereyherald.com
The abandoned, graffiti-covered swimming pool
on the former Army base
contains a history that
many have forgotten.
But not for one local
who was a swim instructor and lifeguard at that
pool – Clint Eastwood.
When the famous actor-director-producer read
my story in the Herald
about the pool in November, it brought back
a flood of memories for
him from his days in the
military. He recently visited the Fort Ord pool with
me and shared his experiences of being a lifeguard
and swim instructor there
in 1951-52.
“I actually lived down at
that pool,” Eastwood said.
After finishing basic
training in Fort Ord,
Eastwood and another
soldier went to Division
Faculty, where the military organizes instruction
and teaching for weapons,
communications, and
other training, to ask for
a job.
Eastwood remembered
thinking at the time, “If
we got a job, maybe we
won’t get sent to Korea,”.
A Division Faculty
captain took down their
names and as they were
leaving the building a
man came in and said,
“They need three or four
guys down at the pool.”
Eastwood thought he was
talking about the motor
pool. The Fort Ord motor
pool was where military
vehicles were stored and
worked on.

“So we were thinking
this will be good. We’ll go
to the motor pool, we’ll
drive some cars and keep
our mouths shut,” he said.
“That would be cool. We
won’t be going to Korea
but we will be in the motor pool.”
When the man clarified
that he meant the swimming pool, Eastwood said
he could feel his eyes light
up.
“Now we are talking,”
said Eastwood. “I had to
swim a lot when I was
very young.”
Up his alley
Eastwood, 91, had been a
competitive swimmer at
Oakland Technical High
School in the late 1940s.
After high school, he had
also been a lifeguard in
Washington state. The
possibility of being a lifeguard at the Fort Ord pool
made his day.
The officials took the
names of Eastwood and
his friend and the next day
they got a call from the
captain. “They want you
down at the pool.”
Back then the pool the
50-yard, 10-lane pool
looked a lot different than
today.
It was outdoors with a
6-foot high wooden fence
surrounding it. It had three
wooden diving boards all
set at different heights.
Along one side there was
a wall that had a dressing
room for men and one
for women. At one end of
the pool was a two-story
building that contained
a sand filter for the pool
water.
The site has changed
considerably since then.
The drained pool now sits
inside a building behind a
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chain-link fence. Marina
city planners have plans
for an aquatic complex
and gym at the site and
hope to one day see the
public enjoying the facilities much as the military
and Eastwood did 70
years ago.
Teaching soldiers to
swim
Soldiers would dive into
the deepest part of the
pool, which was 10 feet
deep, to see if they could
swim.
As Eastwood got to the
pool there were several
older soldiers who had
been teaching the enrollees and running them
through calisthenics.
Eastwood recalls he
had to convince them,
using his charm, to hire
these two rookie soldiers
who just finished basic
training.
Using their “best selling
voices” they got the assignment.
For a couple of weeks,
Eastwood lived in the
barracks. He remembers
getting up in the foggy
cold mornings in Marina
and walking over to the
pool, helping with swim
classes. He would then
leave in the afternoon.
After some time, the
older soldiers who worked
at the pool with him
shipped out, moved out,
or finished their service
and went home. Eastwood
and his friend, who were
hired at the same time,
started teaching the swim
classes.
They were there at
the pool together for a
couple of weeks when
Eastwood’s friend was
deployed to Korea.
“All of a sudden he got

Brian Phan – Monterey Herald

shipped out,” said Eastwood. “You never know
how they pick people that
are shipped out in those
days, it was classified.”
Eastwood told me he still
wonders about it today.
“My friend got sent out
but I didn’t. I never could
figure out why that was.”
As the other soldiers got
reassigned or deployed, the
then 21-year-old Eastwood
spent the remainder of his
service running the pool,
teaching and saving people
from drowning.
Life at the pool
Eastwood said he was at
the pool 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. On one
side of the pool there was
a little room that Eastwood
convinced the company
commander to allow him to
move his bunk to so that he
could “take care and watch
over the pool.”
“While everybody else
was getting up at five in the
morning, in the cold air, I
was sleeping,” said Eastwood. “I didn’t have classes
until about 10 or 11 o’clock
or whatever they were that
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day. It was a good life for
me.”
Eastwood’s job at the pool
was to make sure soldiers
knew how to swim. To test
this, he would line up a
dozen or so soldiers in their
swim trunks next to the
diving boards and tell them
to jump in.
Many of the soldiers knew
how to swim but decided
to fake drowning. That was
easily explained Eastwood
said. The alternative to taking
swim classes with Eastwood,
he said, was running 10 miles
with packs and rifles in the
cold morning.
“It was kind of funny because everybody was trying
to fake that they couldn’t
swim,” said Eastwood. “They
all wanted to stay there and
have lessons then go out in
the field and run with the
other guys carrying rifles.”
Even after the swim lessons,
the pool was a swell place for
people to enjoy. Eastwood
remembers soldiers would
come down and ask if they
could have lunch next to the
pool or sit for the afternoon.
Members of the Women’s

Army Corps “would come
by a lot, stick their head
over the fence and ask if
they could come hang out,”
Eastwood said.
A life changer
Eastwood told me he was
lucky to have landed in
that situation, “It saved
me from going to Korea.
Which was important in
those days.”
His life probably would
have been dramatically
different had he been
deployed.
“It was a great, great gig.
A lot of fun. I actually became an actor because guys
like Richard Long, Martin
Milner and David Janssen
that were all drafted. These
guys became my friends.”
These were the guys who
convinced Eastwood to
go to Los Angeles City
College instead of going to
college in Stockton.
“I followed their careers,”
Eastwood said, remembering. It “drew me down
to LA and started off my
career.
“It all started there at the
pool.”
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A Tool Shed...Severing Community
You may have noticed
A Tool Shed Equipment Rentals has seven
equipment rental store
locations in Northern Cal
California and is your
convenient solution for all
your rental needs. With
rental inventory to help
get your jobs done quickly and easily, you’ll appreciate a wide selection
of rental tools available
for the novice do-it-yourselfer to the experienced
contractor. Their equipment fleet has been built
to meet the requirements
of customers with more
than 75 years of experience. Rental equipment
is their specialty with fast
delivery services just a
phone call away. Their
equipment rental spe-

cialists are courteous and
knowledgeable and will
help you select the right
equipment. They offer
delivery of small or large
equipment and make it
their first priority to get
you the equipment when
you need it. Working on
something new? Give
them a call! They will be
happy to give advice, suggestions, and referrals to
make your project easier.
They also maintain a
large selection of manufacturer training videos to
help with the fine points
of those new or seemingly impossible projects.
Come on in and take a
few minutes and let them
show you how to use
the piece of equipment
you will be renting. As

an added bonus, A Tool
Shed Equipment Rentals
never charges sales tax
on rentals. They don’t
charge environmental fees
or hook-up fees either so
you are sure to get the best
value for your dollar.
A Tool Shed Equipment
Rentals is open 7 days a
week and is ready to help
with all your equipment
and tool rental needs for
any occasion. They are
just a call away and at
your service.
A Tool Shed Equipment Rentals. Seven
Store Locations Serving
Communities throughout
the Monterey Bay and
beyond!
Visit www.atoolshed. com
to find out more.
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Astronomy...continued
from page 2

stars like Beta Crucis
because when they die,
they produce the majority
of the materials found in
RA’s offices, computing
and educational facilities space.
sit approximately 40 miles This discovery is only
the beginning, though.
away in Marina. The
“One star is interesting,
institute acquired these
buildings in the 1990s af- but a lot of stars is data,”
ter the Army base at Fort said Cotton, explaining he
will measure more stars
Ord closed.
over the next few years.
This campus is where
astronomer Cotton sifted “If you want to find out
what the galaxy is actually
through data gathered
doing and how it’s going
by a special new tool
to evolve, then you need
attached to MIRA’s
to know how all these
research telescope. The
heavy stars are living their
instrument helped him
lives.”
figure out how the shape
In addition to research,
of a specific type of star
MIRA’s scientists devote
is distorted. Using this
technique, Cotton and his themselves to education. A
research team found that a smaller telescope housed
star called Beta Crucis is in the Weaver Student
about 11 million years old Observatory at the Marina campus is available
and 14 times as massive
for intern projects and
as the sun. Scientists are
interested in hot, massive public events. An amateur

astronomy club also meets
regularly in the main office
building, and MIRA hosts
scientific talks at Monterey
Peninsula College. They
plan on having their first
public lecture since the
COVID-19 pandemic began
in a couple of months.
Overall, the scientists
at MIRA are dedicated to
learning about the magnificent objects beyond Earth
and teaching others about
them.
“Most people don’t spend
the majority of their day
thinking about (the universe), but they spend
some fraction of their time
occasionally wondering,
‘Everything’s so big. Where
do we come from?’ ” Cotton
said.
“And we’re the part of
society that gets to try and
answer those questions for
everybody else.”

Epiphany Lutheran &
Episcopal Church
Unity + Diversity +
Charity
Epiphany is a joint
community ministry of the
ELCA Lutheran Church and
The Episcopal Church
Sunday Service – 10:00 AM
425 Carmel Ave., Marina
(Corner of Carmel Ave. & California Ave.)

www.epiphanymarina.org

Learning for
Life Charter
School
Individualized Independent Study,
College, Career and Life Preparatory
Digital curriculum/ Human helpers
Work at your own pace/Set your own hours
3180 Imjin Rd, Suite 110
Marina, CA 93933
Grades 7--12
1:1 Technology

(831) 582-9820
http://lflcs.org
WASC Accredited
Free

OPEN 7 DAYS!

• AIR COMPRESSORS
• AUTO TOOLS
• CHAIN SAWS
• GENERATORS

• GARDEN TOOLS
• LOG SPLITTERS
• MIXERS
• FORKLIFTS

• MANLIFTS
• LIGHT TOWERS
• REACH LIFTS
• BACKHOES

• TRUCKS
• TRAILERS

& MORE!

WE PAY THE TAX ON RENTALS!

Seven Convenient Locations!
Santa Clara
408-727-0822
2550 LAYETTE ST.

Campbell
408-378-4921
900 DELL AVE.

Morgan Hill
408-779-7368
95 E. MAIN AVE.

Hollister
831-638-1999
2610 SAN JUAN RD.

Watsonville
831-722-0334
285 W. BEACH

Santa Cruz
831.477.7133
3700 SOQUEL AVE.

Salinas
831-424-7368
210 W. MARKET ST.
NEW
GREENFIELD
LOCATION
COMING SOON!

www. AToolShed.com | 1-800-A-TOOL-SHED

Delivery Available!

